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Topic 

The meeting was called to order by Chair Cathy Arvidson at 1003 

• A quorum was established– Attendees: Phillipe Masser MD, Betty Brosh-Schoenecker 
APRN, CRNA, Gwen Smith PhD, Public member, Starla Higdon RPh, Chad Bailey APRN-CNP 
(by phone), Jessica Garner MSN, ACNS-BC, APRN; MaryLynn Hippe MSN RN APRN, ACNS-
BC; Ralene Wiberg MD; Zachary Morairty MD; Staff: Susan Odom, Associate Exec Director; 
Andrea Anzalone, Associate Director for Discipline; Guest Allie Gooding 

• The January 18, 2018 Minutes were approved 

• Committee roster was included in the packet for the committee attendees 

• Cathy Arvidson, Chair, gave an update on the APRN Roundtable (4/9) and Consensus 
Model Forum (4/10) meeting held in Rosemont, IL. Cathy and Susan attended the meeting. 
A written report of the meeting was included in the materials for the Committee 
members. Current issues related to APRN practice were discussed and included global 
practice standards. The role/population and practice setting of APRNs was a key topic for 
educators, regulators, and accreditors in the audience. The Consensus Model Forum was 
held for NCSBN members only. A 2018 Delegate Assembly Resolution had encouraged 
NCSBN to review the decade-old Consensus Model for possible revision. NCSBN Chief 
Regulatory Officer, Maryann Alexander, will report results of the meeting discussion at the 
2019 NCSBN Delegate Assembly. 

• Update from Advisory Committee members – Jessica Garner reported attendance at the 
National Association of Clinical Nurse Specialists conference. Topics included Board 
service, prescriptive authority, and organizational operating costs. Betty announced that 
the state CRNA conference will be held 4/13-14/2019.  

• Report from the Board Associate Director for Discipline – Andrea reported on closed 
discipline cases involving APRNs. Four cases involving APRNs (all CNPs) from the past 
quarter (1/1/19-3/31/19) will be closed. She informed the Committee that ‘return to 
practice’ parameters vary in timeframes for the different APRN roles. This may be a future 
topic for discussion with the PRN-AC.  

• Andrea also updated the Committee on the Office of Drug Policy activities and the use of 
the Prescription Monitoring Program in ID.  

• Update from the Board – Susan presented the outcomes of the January 31-February 1, 
2019 Board of Nursing meeting. Dr. Arvidson’s report to the Board was accepted; and 
other Board activities were presented. The Committee received a written report of the 
Board meeting.  

• At the January APRN-AC the Committee charged staff to compile information for a new 
APRN FAQ document. Further discussion about content was discussed and a draft will be 
forthcoming at the June 28 APRN-AC meeting. Some possible topics include telehealth, 
DNP education, prescribing for family members, CE, relicense criteria, Peer review 
specifics, return-to-practice criteria for APRNs who have not practiced for the past few 
years, the complaint process, and consumer FAQs for APRNs. Some questions may be: 
what happens if a complaint is filed against me? Consumer questions: what is an APRN and 
what can they do?    




